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n August 02, we will be cele-
brating 159th Birth Anniversa-
ry of Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Ray - the father of modern 

chemistry in India. He was an eminent 
chemist, industrialist, historian, teacher 
and philanthropist. As a true nationalist, 
he encouraged many patriots and said, 
‘Science can wait but Swaraj cannot’. 
He was a true legend who realized the 
importance of science for advancement of 
the society and established the first Indian 
chemical and pharmaceutical company, 
Bengal Chemical and Pharmaceutical 
Works Ltd in early 20th century. This 
issue of Curiosity is focused on Chemistry 
and his works. 

In this issue you will find a special 
article on life and works of Prafulla Chan-
dra Ray and one special invited article 
on chemistry. We would like our club 
members to be aware of simple chemis-
try around all of us. Through our regular 
columns we wish to enrich our clubs with 
knowledge and information on science 
and technology. Many of our clubs are 
active now and have started contributing 
to Curiosity through their poems, short 
articles, quiz etc. As you are aware, we 
have started Tuesday Lecture Series and 
it is getting well accepted by our clubs and 
we have received many responses and 
feedback for the same. We have received 
requests for lectures on specific topics 
which are contemporary in nature and 
important for the students and teachers.

Remembering 
Acharya

Arvind C. Ranade

EDITORIAL

In August, we will be celebrating our 
74th Independence Day. It is essential 
to remember that we have not come out 
of the danger of COVID-19 yet! We all are 
still under certain restrictions and need 
to follow some rules till we are fully out of 
danger. The entire scientific and medical 
fraternity is putting their best efforts to 
find a solution and save the humanity 
from the pandemic. Let us be optimistic 
and wait for a remedy at the earliest. 

Several clinic trials for developing 
a vaccine are in progress but unless it 
is tested and verified, we need to have 
patience and avoid social gathering and 
functions. As of today, perhaps there is 
not a single country on this Earth that has 
not been affected by the pandemic. More 
than 14 million are infected and more 
than half a million have lost their lives 
due to COVID-19. What we need to remem-
ber is that the ‘Show Must Go On’ but not 
at the cost of anyone’s life. There should 
not be any negligence or laxity and the 
rules and restrictions are to be sincerely 
followed. 

Let us be safe and secure and celebrate 
our 74th Independence Day by exchang-
ing greetings and wishes virtually this 
time.

2 August 2020



Master of Nitrites:  
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Ray

Rajeev Singh

charya Prafulla Chandra 
Ray is a persona defined 
by indomitable courage 
and patriotism and most 
importantly by his com-

mitment to scientific integrity by using 
the best available local resources. He is 
known as the Father of Modern Chem-
istry in India. Ray is also the first Indian 
to integrate ancient Indian knowledge 
of chemistry with modern sciences, a 
researcher who led Indians towards 
modern chemistry, founder of Indian 
Chemical Society and an entrepreneur.

Prafulla Chandra was born on August 
02, 1861, in the village of Raruli-Katipa-
ra, Jessore district, presently in Bang-
ladesh. His father Harish Chandra 
Ray was a zamindar who appreciated 
education and had built up an extensive 
library at home. His mother, Bhuban-
mohini Devi, was also well educated. 
This academic atmosphere at home 
made a lasting impact on Ray and he 
was captivated towards literature and 
history.

After clearing the entrance exami-
nation in 1879, Prafulla Chandra was 
admitted to Metropolitan Institution 
(now Vidyasagar College), founded by 
Pandit Iswarchandra Vidyasagar, in 
Calcutta (now Kolkata). His physics and 
chemistry classes were held at Presiden-
cy College. Chemistry soon became his 
favourite subject and he set up a labora-
tory at his home to carry out independ-
ent experiment. Halfway through his BA 
studies, he won the Gilchrist Scholarship 
of Edinburgh University (1882). Ray 
completed his B. Sc. in 1885 and at the 
age of 26 was awarded a DSc. in inor-
ganic chemistry (1887). He was elected 

the Vice-President of the Edinburgh 
University Chemical Society in 1887. 

As a young Indian scientist, Prafulla 
Chandra applied for a job in Indian 
Education Service (IES) but despite his 
accomplishments and recommendation 
letters, he remained jobless for a year. 
During this period he stayed with his 
friend, Jagadish Chandra Bose, and 
spent his time reading chemistry litera-
ture. At that time jobs were limited and 
mostly reserved for British. Such was 
the racial discrimination that he was 
given only a temporary appointment 
at the Presidency College as Assistant 
Professor at a meagre salary of Rs. 250, 
an absurdly low pay for a highly quali-
fied person like him. Ray disagreed but 
eventually accepted the job. He moved 
to the Rajabazar Science College, Kolka-
ta as the first Palit Professor of Chem-
istry in the year 1916 and continued his 
work with renewed vigour. His research 
activities thrived in the laboratories of 
the University even though the facilities 
were inadequate.

As a student at the University of Ed-

inburgh, he was impressed by the works 
of ancient western scientists. He wanted 
to explore the extensive contribution of 
ancient India scientists. He studied var-
ious Indian texts of Susruta and Char-
aka in detail and explored the world of 
Indian science developed hundreds of 
years ago. Acharya Prafulla Chandra 
Ray’s book, A History of Hindu Chem-
istry is a critically acclaimed treatise on 
Rasashastra and Ayurveda. The first 
volume of the book was published in 
1902 and the second in 1909. The book 
attracted the attention of western world 
towards Indian alchemy and led to the 
globalization of the fundamentals of 
Rasashastra.

Prafulla Chandra was an inorganic 
chemist with great interest in organic 
molecules and reactions, especially on 
the chemistry of thio-organic com-
pounds. His initial work which made 
him famous was based on the chemistry 
of inorganic and organic nitrites; he was 
regarded as the “Master of Nitrites”. He 
continued his work on related com-
pounds and thereon shifted to organic 
thio-compounds and their metal com-
plexes. The metal which particularly 
fascinated him was mercury, perhaps 
because it has extensive use and im-
portance in Indian medicine system of 
Ayurveda.

In 1894, he began analysis of certain 
rare Indian minerals in his quest to 
discover some new element to fill the 
gaps in Mendeleev’s Periodic table. He 
soon reported the first ever synthesis 
of the previously unknown compound 
of Mercurous Nitrite Hg2(NO2)2. In his 
autobiography he narrated it as “the 
discovery of mercurous nitrite opened a 

Manufacture of Surgical Cotton
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Dr. Rajeev Singh is Assistant Professor in 
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new chapter in my life”. This compound 
of mercury was a fascinating example of 
two relatively unstable ions combining 
to form a stable substance. 

The formation of mercurous nitrite 
was an accidental discovery, while he 
was trying to observe reaction of excess 
mercury with cold dilute nitric acid to 
synthesize mercurous and mercuric ni-
trates, Hg2(NO3)2 and Hg(NO3)2. During 
the course of reaction, he noticed the 
appearance of a yellow crystalline solid 
on the sides which on analysis revealed 
to be the unknown mercurous nitrite. 
The nitrite ion probably was the result 
of initial reduction of nitric acid by mer-
cury. The pertinent point to be noted 
here is that stable mercury(I) complexes 
are very few in existence even today, 
owing to the instability of mercury(I) to-
wards disproportionation to mercury(II) 
and metallic mercury in solution.

 

This discovery was first published in 
the Journal of Asiatic Society of Bengal 
(1896) and immediately noticed by 
Nature magazine, which mentioned the 
work in its issue of May 28, 1896, “A 
paper by Dr. P. C. Ray….. on mercurous 
nitrite, that is worthy of note…”. 

In further course of his research, he 
published numerous significant research 
papers on nitrites and its related deriva-
tives. This series of work by Ray and his 
students led to laying of the foundation 
of first research school of modern chem-
istry in India. With advances in analysis 
techniques, the compound has now 
been structurally analysed using X-ray 
crystallography techniques (1985, 1986, 
2011). As can be seen from the figure, 
the molecule is planar and centrosym-
metric. The Hg atom is unsymmetri-
cally bonded to nitrite ion through the 
two oxygen atoms, thereby forming a 
four-membered chelate ring. The Hg-Hg 
bond length is 2.54 Å and the shorter 
and longer Hg-O distances are 2.20 Å 
and 2.61 Å, respectively.

Another of his major contributions 

was the synthesis of ammonium nitrite 
in pure form via double displacement 
between ammonium chloride and silver 
nitrite.

 

He also reported that on careful 
heating to 70oC in moderate vacuum, 
a part of the ammonium nitrite goes 
through the process of sublimation via 
vaporization.

 

He further worked upon it to deter-
mine the vapour density of ammonium 
nitrite and observed that his experimen-
tal density value agreed very well with 
the calculated value, thereby showing 
that the salt existed in ion-pair form. In 
those times, only ammonium chloride 
salt was known to exhibit this property. 
In 1912, he presented his work at Chem-
ical Society, United Kingdom before a 
distinguished audience including Nobel 
Laureate William Ramsay. In its issue, 
the Nature magazine mentioned the 
work as, “…a further accomplishment in 
determining the vapour density of this 
very fugitive compound.”

His major scientific contributions 
have been in the field of coordination 
chemistry especially metal nitrites, am-
monium nitrites and their derivatives, 
organic thio-compounds and their com-
plexes. Almost seventy per cent of his 
research publications in major journals 
belonged to the field of nitrite chemistry.

Since childhood, Prafulla Chandra 

had observed frequent famines and 
poverty in the country. He was aware 
about the existence of highly developed 
Indian industries before the arrival of the 
British, who deliberately destroyed and 
crushed the native manufacturers for 
promoting British goods. Under their ag-
gressive regimes, Indians gradually lost 
the inspiration to setup any new venture.

With increasing unemployment in 
Bengal, Ray took upon himself to revive 
the industrial economy using the latest 
scientific knowledge and putting it to 
industrial use. With an initial invest-
ment of Rs. 700, he setup India’s first 
pharmaceutical company, Bengal Chem-
icals, now known as the Bengal Chem-
icals and Pharmaceutical Ltd (BCPL). 
The company is now in prominence 
during the COVID-19 situation, as it has 
been licensed by Government of India to 
produce the much needed hydroxychlo-
roquine (HCQ).

In the year 2011, which was also the 
International Year of Chemistry, the 
Royal Society, UK, honoured Ray’s work 
with the Chemical Landmark Plaque 
“To commemorate the life and achieve-
ments of Acharya P. C. Ray, father of 
Indian Chemistry, philanthropist and 
entrepreneur who founded modern 
Chemistry teaching and research in 
India.” This was the first-ever Landmark 
Plaque awarded outside Europe. The 
Plaque was installed on 31 January 2012 
at his alma matter, Presidency College, 
Kolkata.

As a teacher, Acharya Ray was an ide-
al who was loved by his students. He be-
lieved in the philosophy of the Sanskrit 
shloka, which he usually quoted: “Wish 
for victory everywhere except from your 
son and from your disciple.” Prafulla 
Chandra Ray was a visionary, who un-
derstood the importance of amalgama-
tion of ancient and modern science.

Figure: Molecular view of Hg2(NO2)2

Hg (excess) + dil. HNO3  Hg2 (NO2)2

NH4CI + AgNO2     NH4NO2+AgCI

NH4NO2         NH4NO2 (vapour)
(solid)
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CHEMISTRY ACTIVITY
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AIM:

To understand the concept of sublimation using the 

materials available at home

MATERIALS REQUIRED:

 Camphor/naphthalene balls/air freshener cube

 Glass jar

 Hot water bowl (approx. 60oC)

 Shallow plate or bowl containing ice cubes

 Hand gloves

PROCEDURE

1. Place few crushed pieces of camphor/naphthalene   

 balls/ air freshener in a glass jar.

2. Put the glass jar into the bowl and fill it about  

 one-third with hot water.

3. Fill the shallow bowl with ice cubes and keep it as a lid  

 on the top of glass jar (see the figure).

4. Observe and record what happens to the crushed   

 pieces. Be patient as it may take a while.

OBSERVATION WITH EXPLANATION

 What was left at the bottom of the bowl?

 What would happen if the temperature of the  
 water is below 10oC?

 Can this process be used to separate powdery  
 naphthalene from sand?

 Describe the process of sublimation.

 Give two examples of substances that sublime  
 readily other than the ones mentioned here.

Send us the correct answers of the activity at 
curiosity@vigyanprasar.gov.in to win exciting prizes.



The sky map is prepared as per the coordinates of Nagpur (21.09°N, 79.09°E).  
It includes constellations and the brighter stars. For viewers south of Nagpur, 
constellations of the southern sky will appear higher up in the sky and those of 
the northern sky will appear nearer the northern horizon. Similarly, for viewers 
north of Nagpur, constellations of northern sky will appear higher up in the sky 
and those of the southern sky will appear nearer the southern horizon.

AUGUST 12, 13 

PERSEIDS METEOR  
SHOWER

The Perseids is one of the bright-

est meteor showers to observe, 

producing up to 60-100 meteors 

per hour at its peak (from a dark 

location). It is produced by the 

comet Swift-Tuttle, which was 

discovered in 1862. The Perseids 

are named after the constellation 

Perseus. The showers occur annu-

ally from July 17 to August 24 and 

will peak between 12-13 August 

this year. The second quarter moon 

will block out some of the fainter 

meteors this year, but the Perseids 

are so bright and numerous that it 

should still be a good show. Best 

viewing will be from a dark location 

after midnight. Meteors will radiate 

from the constellation Perseus but 

can appear anywhere in the sky.

AUGUST 13 

VENUS AT GREATEST  
WESTERN ELONGATION

The planet Venus reaches greatest 

western elongation of 45.8 degrees 

from the Sun. This is the best time 

to view Venus since it will be at its 

highest point above the horizon 

in the morning sky. Look for the 

bright planet in the eastern sky 

before sunrise.

Astronomical  
Events of  

AUGUST 2020

Vipin Singh Rawat

THE MAP CAN BE USED AT 10 PM ON 1ST AUGUST, AT 9 PM  
ON 15TH AUGUST AND AT 8 PM ON 31ST AUGUST.

Sky Map
 FOR AUGUST 2020

The author is Technical Assistant  
at Vigyan Prasar. 

 Email: vipin@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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Did you protect your Innovation? 

Neha Goyal

he word “Innovation” has 
gained a huge popularity 
after our honourable Prime 
Minister motivated us to 

innovate and promote the use of Indian 
products during the Lockdown. The 
first seed of innovation always sowed 
in our mind and it does not really need 
complex technological set-up, huge 
commercial infrastructure or high 
academic degrees. Innovations happen 
only when our mind is conscious enough 
to observe, realize, and implement.

With the innovation comes the larger 
responsibility of making it a success and 
keeping it protected. There are two ways 
to protect an innovation. The first way 

is to donate the innovation to the public 
for benefits thereof like our “Jugaad 
Man”- Dr. Uddhab Bharali, who has 
contributed to the society with his over 
150 innovations and does not own 
any rights thereon so that anyone can 
reproduce. Second way is to protect an 
innovation or invention is to register it 
on our name like our physical properties 
such as car, house, and so on. It is for 
those who want to earn out of their 
innovation. Protection of the innovation 
would safeguard it so that no one else 
can copy the protected invention and 
commercialize it. 

Hence, getting patent rights on the 
invention becomes very important 

if the inventor wants to have 
monetary benefits of their invention 
and exclusivity there on. However, 
the patent rights are granted to an 
invention only if the invention is 
novel (absolutely new), not obvious 
to the persons skilled in the art, and 
is capable of being made or produced 
in an industry. For example, “new 
mathematics formula” is not patentable 
as it cannot be produced in an industry. 
Patent rights are monopoly rights that 
exclude others to make, sell, and offer 
to license or mortgage up to 20 years 
from the date of filing. In case anyone 
(called infringer) tries to copy the 
patented product, the patentee (owner 
of the patent) can sue the infringer and 
claim damages based on profit/loss 
calculations. 

One can apply for the patent rights 
through a Patent Agent. The Patent 
Agent assists the inventor in identifying 
novelty of the innovation, which is a 
crucial step. The Patent Agent goes 
through the database of close prior arts 
to determine the novelty. Thereafter, the 
application is drafted as per norms of 
the India Patent Law 1970 and is filed at 
the Patent Office. It may take 2-3 years 
to get the patent rights. However, under 
certain circumstances, the Indian Patent 
Law has provision for fast tracking the 
application by paying nominal fees. 
One can apply in any of the four Patent 
Offices in India-Mumbai, Chennai, 
Delhi, and Kolkata depending upon the 
territory of one’s address of residence or 
address of innovation or address of the 
Patent Agent.

7August 2020

* There are four Patent Offices in India-New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, and Chennai
** Please contact the Patent Agent/nearest Incubator for Filing your Patent Application

“There’s a way to do it better- find it.” Thomas A. Edison

The author is an Innovation Expert and 
Director at Ideas2Patents.  

Email: neha.goyal@ideas2patents.in

Identify the Problem Brainstorm the Solution Conduct a preliminary 
search-Very important step

Proceed for Drafting your 
Patent Application

Brainstorm alternative solution

Physical filing at jurisdication* 
Office of yours area

Online Filing**
https://ipindiaoline.gov.in/epatentfiling/ 

goForLogin/doLogin

FLOWCHART: PROCESS OF FILING A PATENT

NO Yes

File your Patent Application at  
CGPDTM (Controller General of Patents, 

Designs, and Trade Marks) Office

Your  
solution  

is already  
Known?



MATHEMATICAL PUZZLES 

8 August 2020

Rintu Nath

Puzzle 1
Three identical boxes are filled with equal number of balls, one has red, one has green and the third has red and green mixed. However, stickers on 

the boxes are wrongly placed. Please note that all the three stickers are wrongly placed. You can take out only one ball from any of the three boxes 

to check the colour and re-arrange all the stickers correctly. How will you do it?

Puzzle 2
Two straight lines AB and CD are 6 cm and 4 cm long and are separated by some distance. If we draw a line connecting A with D and C with B, 

they intersect at a point E. Draw a perpendicular line EF on BD. Can you calculate the length of EF without knowing separation between AB and CD?

                                                        

In the next issue we will explore some mathematical paradox. 

Dr Rintu Nath is Scientist ‘F’ at Vigyan Prasar. Email: rnath@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Red Green
Red and 

Green

D

C

A

E

B
F

Solution on page 10
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QUIZ
Sachin C Narwadiya 

The author is Scientist ‘C’ at Vigyan  
Prasar. Email: snarwadiya@gmail.com

vkvks ge lc foKku i<+s]

feytqy cPPkksa dks i<+k,¡A

ij lkspk gS D;ksa\

foKku D;k gS lkspksa rks

cPpksa dks i<k,¡ D;ksa\

D;k gS\ D;ksa gS\ lkspks rks\

nqfu;k esa ge vk;s gS]

ij lkspks dSls D;ks\

lu~&lu pyrh gok lqgkuh

ysfdu lkspkss dSls D;ks\

dy&dy djrk cgrk ikuh

ysfdu lkspks dSls D;ksa\

bl /kjrh ij thou gS

ysfdu lkspks dSls D;ksa \

cht ls cu x;k ikS/kk]

ikS/ks ls cu x;k isM+A

ysfdu lkspks dSls D;ksa \

taxy esa jgrs Fks] lc fpfM+;k] gkFkh cdjh ‘ksj

feydj lc jgrs Fks ,sls tSls lc eudks dk <s+jA

ysfdu fnu cnys tks lcds]

VwV x, ekyk ds eudsA

gjs Hkjs taxy ds cnys]

fn[krs vc dadjhV ds caxysA

ysfdu lkspks dSls D;ksa \

ifg;k ,slk pyk vdsyk]

xkfM+;ksa dk yx x;k esykA

/kjrh ls vkdk’k rd]

jkdsV~l dk Hkh yxk gS jsykA

thou dks j¶rkj fey xbZ

nqfu;k bd eqV~Bh esa fNi xbZA

,slk lc dqN gqvk ;s dSls

lalkj dks cnyk dSls\

lcus ns[ks iz’u vusd\

bl lcdk mÙkj gS ,dA

foKku ls tqM+h gS nqfu;k]

nqfu;k ls feyok, foKkuA

blhfy, ge i<+rs foKku]

cPPkks dks i<+krs foKku]

gj eqf’dy dk gy lqy>krh

thou dks ;s lQy cukrhA

VP-DL0073

vkvks feydj i<+s foKku

Send us the correct answers of the quiz at 
curiosity@vigyanprasar.gov.in to win exciting prizes.

1. Name the phenomenon that causes production and emission of light from the fireflies.

A. Bioluminescence  B. illumination       C. Emission      D. Biosorption

2. What is the monomeric unit of a macromolecule, protein?

A. Nucleotides
B. Amino Acids
C. Sugar
D. Phospholipids

3. Transuranic elements have atomic number greater than that of the uranium (92). Identify the 

correct statement about transuranic elements.

A. They aren’t found in nature.
B. They have to be created in nuclear reactor.
C. Both A and B. 
D. They are found in open cast mines.

4. Which chemical reaction causes browning of the open cells of the cut fruits or vegetables such 

as apples, potatoes, bananas etc. when exposed to the air?

A. Oxidation of Phenols                                                     B. Reduction of Phenols
C. Hydrolysis of Phenols                                                   D. Acidification of phenols

5. Which solution can resist the change in pH value?

A. Sugar Solution      B. Salt Solution C. Buffer solution  D. Saturated Solution 

6. Which of the following spices can address the problem of diabetes?

A. Clove             B. Fenugreek               C. Coriande             D. Mustard 

7. The rate of organic reaction is                                         than the rate of inorganic reactions:

A. Slower, because organic particles contain ionic bond;
B. Faster, because organic particles contain ionic bonds;
C. Slower, because organic particles contain covalent bonds;
D. Faster, because organic particles contain covalent bonds.

8. Which process is used by the industries for large-scale production of antibiotics?

A. Ginning         B. Fermentation        C. Chemical Processing       D. Mechanical Process 

9. Which chemical ion was accidentally discovered by Prafulla Chandra Ray and became the basis 

of his future research?

A. nitrite               B. argon             C. bromine                  D. iodine 

10. Who is the author of the book “The History of Hindu Chemistry”?

A. J C Bose          B. P C Ray          C. Hargobind Khurana           D. Homi J Bhabha

CHEMISTRY  
mik pkS/kjh

mik pkS/kjh ¼v/;kfidk½
esjh [kkst esjh igpku
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esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk]

eSa mM+u[kVksys esa cSBk]

pyw¡ Nwus tgk¡ ;g lkjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk----

mft;kjs esa Nqi tk,]

vkSj va/ksjs esa vkrk gS]

vk¡[kfepksyh lax [ksys]

;g pk¡n fu[kV~Vw lrkrk gS]

vkSj blis] fQj vk¡[k fn[kk,]

bd fVefVe djrk rkjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk----

?kqeM+& ?kqeM+ ?ku tc cjls]

ru eu Hkhxs gS rc esjk]

banz/kuq”k dh jaxr esa]

lwjt dh fdj.kksa us ?ksjk]

tgk¡ uhj xxu ls fey tk,] 

eSau ns[kk gS ,slk utkjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk---

varfj{k dh oknh ls]

esjh /kjrh I;kjh yxrh gS]

lkxj dh vks<+uh esa fyiVh]

viuh /kqjh ij pyrh gS]

vkSj mlds pDdj dkVs]

esjk p¡nk ekek nqykjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk----

uklk dh xfy;ka esa mM+dj]

eu esjk Hkko foHkksj gqvk]

u{k=ksa dh nqfu;k ls]

fQj esjk lkeuk vkSj gqvk]

gkseh HkkHkk ijek.kq dsanz dk]

n’kZu U;kjk&U;kjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk---

dFkuh gksuh dk QdZ gesa]

foKku dh crykrk gS]

iz;ksxksa dk rdZ gesa]

foKku gh le>krk gS]

rkjks dh ped foKku gS]

fctyh dh [kud foKku gS]

foKku Nqik mft;kjs esa]

va/ksjks esa foKku gS]

thoksa tarq dh fnup;kZ]

ekuo thou foKku gS]

bd dk¡p dk xksyk Hkj cSBk]

,M;u ds izdk’k ls]

vkSj Qksu dh ?kaVh ct mBh]

xzkge cSy ds fo’okl ls]

jkbV cznlZ dk ok;q;ku]

dSls mrjk vkdk’k esa]

foKku Nqik Fkk bu

oSKkfudksa dh iDdh vkl esa]

cu tk, vc oSKkfud]

;s n`f”Vdks.k gekjk]

esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk]

lanhi eYgks=k] leUo;d
Cyw IykusV foKku Dyc

(VP-DL0174)

,d ckyd ds eu dh dYiuk
esjk liuk fdruk I;kjk

lanhi eYgks=k

MATHS PUZZLE ANSWER:

Puzzle 1: Take one ball from the box marked as Red 
and Green. As the stickers are wrongly marked, this 
box definitely will not have balls of both colours. If 
you get a red ball, put red sticker in this box. Then 
simply interchange stickers of the other two boxes. 
Isn’t it simple?

Puzzle 2: Triangle ABD and triangle EFD are similar.

Therefore,  

Similarly, triangle CDB and triangle EFB are similar.

Therefore, 

 
Therefore,  

or BD { 1/AB + 1/CD} = 1/EF { FD + BF} = 1/EF(BD)

Therefore,   1/AB + 1/CD = 1/EF

Therefore,  EF = (AB * CD)/(AB + CD)

EF= 2.4

BD
AB 

FD
EF 

=

BD
CD

BF
EF 

=

BD
AB

BD 
CD 

FD 
EF 

BF 
EF 

=+ +



generally used in electronic circuits, 

semiconductors and LEDs. Although metals 

generally have high melting point, gallium’s 

melting point is so low that when placed on 

our palms, it starts melting and solidifies again 

with slight change in temperature. Here is a 

metal you can liquidify and solidify at the snap 

of your fingers!

 Four most important and abundant elements, 

hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen, 

are responsible for the existence of life on 

Earth. Their combinations create life as well 

as sustain it! H2O (water), CO2 (carbon dioxide) 

and O2 (oxygen) are the source of life and 

organic compounds; reactions of these four 

with each other give rise to the unit of life from 

viruses to humans, i.e., RNA.
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This means, the body is made of five elements: 

earth, water, fire, atmosphere and wind. 

Since time immemorial man has been trying 

to explore the science behind life, eventually 

coming to the conclusion that everything in the 

universe is made of atoms.

Did you know that the beginning of 
everything is hydrogen?
Around 13.7 billion years ago, when the 

entire universe was smaller than the size of a 

pinhead, so much hotter and so much denser 

than anything we know today, a huge explosion 

took place, a BIG BANG that gave birth to the 

universe, to time to space and to matter! The 

explosion led to particles interacting with each 

other as well as destroying each other. When 

finally things began stabilizing, atomic nuclei 

started capturing electrons and thus formed 

hydrogen and helium, and every element that 

came into existence was a result of hydrogen 

and helium interacting and reacting with itself 

and with each other! 

The huge ball of fire we call Sun is made up of 

only two elements - Hydrogen and Helium.

Such simple and little reactions shape the 

universe and also give rise to some splendid 

phenomena.

The author is an MBA student at the  
Institute of Management Studies at BHU.  

Email: pankhurilal94@gmail.com

MAGIC OF ELEMENTS Pankhuri Lall

Ever wondered how this massive universe came into being? How everything we know today came into existence? 
From a tiny virus to blue whales, from the invisible air we breathe to huge oceans, from the galaxies to the tiniest 
particles, everything we know and everything we don’t begins with one teeny tiny thing called an ‘atom’. 

The old saying from one of our religious books, RAMCHARITMANAS, says

ß f{kfrty ikod xxu lehjk iap jfpr vfr v/ke ‘kjhjkAÞ

This beautiful lighting up of the sky into 

green and pink is an occurrence caused by 

electrically charged particles coming from the 

sun and funnelling into the Earth’s atmosphere 

escaping the magnetic effect at the poles. 

When these charged particles hit the atoms 
and molecules high up in our atmosphere, 

they become excited. This creates two glowing 

rings around the North and South magnetic 

poles, known as auroral ovals. And when they 

decay back to their original state, they emit 

distinctive colours of light. It is this light that 

we see when we look at the Northern Lights 

(aurora borealis) and southern lights (aurora 

australis).

Oligotrophic Lakes 

A lake that has water clear as crystal 

engrosses us. One might consider it to be 

extremely clean as  we can see even its 

bottom clearly. But such lakes are actually 

dead ones! They are clear because no life 

survives in the lake. Fishes, algae, and other 

forms of life are unable to thrive in them, 

because of absence or lack of two elements 

- Phosphorus and Nitrogen. Imagine the 

importance of these to keep Earth habitable!

Gallium is a peculiar metallic element 



he solar eclipse is one of the 
most unique astronomical 
events, and to witness one 
is an exciting experience 

in itself. On June 21, 2020 we had an 
opportunity to witness a rare celestial 
event, An Annular Solar Eclipse 
(ASE). Unlike the ASE of December 
26, 2019, this one was observed from 
the Northern parts of India, including 
Rajasthan, Haryana, Uttarakhand, and 
small parts of Uttar Pradesh. The rest 
of India witnessed only the partial solar 
eclipse. For more detailed information 
about June 21, 2020, eclipse, kindly 
refer to the June edition of Curiosity.

This phenomenal moment is always 
eagerly awaited by all the astronomy 
enthusiasts, amateurs along with the 
professionals, scientists, researchers, 
and students. As mass gatherings 
were restricted due to the COVID-19, 
organizations like Vigyan Prasar, made 
arrangements so that the entire nation 
could experience the spectacular view 
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Members LocationVIPNET Clubs/Societies/organisations
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1. Ignited Minds VIPNET Club   
 Farrukhabad (VP-UP0103) 
2. SKY Amateur Astronomers VIPNET   
 Club Lucknow (VP-UP0149) 

1. B.M. Birla Planetarium, Jaipur
2. Dr Vikram Sarabhai Science &   
 Technology Foundation (VP-RJ0048)
3. Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam National Council  
 of Young Scientist (VP-RJ0064)

Bikaner Thar Desert Astronomy Society

1. Dr Sangharsh Rao
2. Amritanshu Vajpayee
3. Swapnil Rastogi 
4. Pushkar Pathak Little Angel Model   
 School, Pehowa road, Kurukshetra   
 (29°57’48.40”N, 76°39’59.72”E)

1. Govind Dadhich
2. Mohan Ram Inaniyan
3. Gajendra Gepala Patroda District  
 Sri Ganganagar, Rajasthan(29°   
 6’6.04”N, 73° 8’44.81”E)

Mr. Anil Thanvi

Little Angel  
Model School,  
Pehowa road, 
Kurukshetra 
(29°57’48.40”N, 
76°39’59.72”E)

Patroda District 
Sri Ganganagar, 
Rajasthan(29° 
6’6.04”N, 73° 
8’44.81”E),

Partial Solar eclipse 
from Bikaner 
(28° 1’12.00”N, 
73°17’60.00”E)

Annular Solar Eclipse June 21, 2020:  
From the eyes of an amateur

Amritanshu Vajpayee

TABLE 1

of the eclipse from their homes. Many 
astronomy lovers joined hands with 
Vigyan Prasar to make this possible 
from the line of annularity. Vigyan 
Prasar identified Little Angel Model 
School situated on Pehowa road, 

Kurukshetra, Haryana as an observation 
camp. A team from Vigyan Prasar under 
the leadership of Dr Arvind C. Ranade 
reached Kurukshetra a day before the 
eclipse for background preparation to 
ensure unhindered view of the ASE. 
Some VIPNET clubs joined together and 
formed three teams for observation 
of the annularity from three different 
locations, as mentioned in Table 1.

The team from Lucknow reached 
Pehowa. The view at the moment of 
annularity was simply terrific and 
nothing could be more exciting to 
observe it unhindered. Though the 
morning sky was partially cloud 
covered at Kurukshetra, it became 
clear just before the first contact. In 
Patroda and Bikaner, however, it was 
clear since morning. At Pehowa Road 
the circumstances of the eclipse were 
calculated as mentioned in Table 2.

At Pehowa, the annularity was 

Fig. 1: Solar Eclipse Images from Pehowa Road, Kurukshetra, Haryana Team



norms of social distancing.
During the event, various scientific 

experiments and activities were also 
carried out by astronomy lovers 
from the Pehowa Road location. The 
event was recorded and data were 
collected for further research. We have 
performed a scientific analysis of the 
phenomenon. Readings were taken to 
measure the changing ambient daylight, 
detecting change in the ambient 
magnetic field, measuring temperature 
variations etc. In one such experiment, 
the variation in light intensity with time 
was analysed during the eclipse. Briefly, 
the ambient light intensity field during 
the eclipse was measured with the help 
of a light-meter. Data were recorded 
with the help of sensors in the mobile 
app, and later on, retrieved to plot light 

observed for around 22 second. The 
moon/sun size ratio as predicted to 
be 0.99389 and magnitude 0.99683 
at maximum along the path width 
annularity of 21.6 km. 

Similarly, at Patroda, the annularity 
was seen for around 23 second and 
the circumstances of the eclipse were 
calculated in Table 3. The moon/sun 
size ratio as predicted to be 0.99362  
and magnitude 0.99671 at maximum 
along the path width annularity  
of 21.6 km. Table 3.

Likewise, from Bikaner, the 
circumstances of the partial eclipse 
were calculated in Table 4. The 
obscuration at Bikaner was 95.1% and 
magnitude 0.963. Table4.

All the stages of the ASE, right from 
the first contact of the moon with the 
sun through the annularity period to 
the fourth contact, were clearly seen 
from Pehowa, Haryana and Patroda, 
Rajasthan. At both the observation 
points, the ASE lasted for more than 
three hours. In a rare case, the moon 
covered approximately the 99.6 per 
cent of the sun exactly when the clock 

struck a minute past 12 hours IST 
(Pehowa, Haryana) and at 11:50 am IST 
(Patroda, Rajasthan). The Baily’s beads 
and prominences were also visible 
during the ASE, which is usually seen 
during the Total Solar Eclipse. The 
organizers made sure that everyone 
viewed the eclipse with full safety using 
the certified filters and follow all the 
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Event Timings (U.T.) Timings (IST) Altitude Azimuth

Contact 1 04:42:40.0 10:12:40.0 +56.8º 091.1º

Contact 2 06:20:15.3 11:50:15.3 +77.6º 114.5º

Maximum Eclipse 06:20:35.3 11:50:35.3 +77.7º 114.6º

Contact 3 06:20:55.3 11:50:55.3 +77.8º 114.8º

Contact 4 08:07:10.0 13:37:10.0 +75.9º 249.8º

LOCATION  
TWO 

Team 2

Patroda,
Sri Ganganagar, 

Rajasthan

Latitude
29° 6’6.04”N

29.1016788º N

Altitude 
153.81m

Longitude
73° 8’44.81”E
73.1457804º E

Event  Timings (UT) Timings (IST) Altitude Azimuth

Contact 1 04:50:42.1 10:20:42.1 +61.5º 095.7º

Contact 2 06:30:50.4 12:00:50.4 +81.5º 138.8º

Maximum Eclipse 06:31:09.8 12:01:09.8 +81.6º 139.2º

Contact 3 06:31:29.8 12:01:29.8 +81.6º 139.6º

Contact 4 08:17:00.0 13:47:00.0 +70.6º 255.2º

LOCATION ONE 
VIGYAN PRASAR 
Team & Team 1

Little Angel  
Model School, 
Kurukshetra

Latitude 
29°57’48.40”N
29.96344558ºN

Altitude 
207.35 m

Longitude 
76°39’59.72”E
76.66659017ºE

TABLE 2 TABLE 3

Event Timings (U.T.) Timings (IST) Altitude Azimuth

Contact 1 04:41:20.3 10:11:20.3 +56.6º 089.4º

Contact 2 - - - -

Maximum Eclipse 06:19:51.1 11:49:51.1 +78.1º 109.9º

Contact 3 - - - -

Contact 4 08:07:24.2 13:37:24.2 +76.0º 254.2º

LOCATION THREE 
Team 3

Bikaner,  
Rajasthan

Latitude
28° 1’12.00”N
28.0200000º N

Altitude 
242 m

Longitude
73°17’60.00”E
73.3000000ºE

TABLE 4

Fig.2: Solar Eclipse Images from Patroda, Sri Ganganagar Rajasthan Team
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The author is coordinator of Ignited Minds 
VIPNET Club ((VP-UP-0103) Farrukhabad. 

Email: amritanshuvajpayee001@gmail.com

TEAM 1  

At Pehowa Road, Kurukshetra

TEAM 2  

B.M. Birla Planetarium at Patroda

TEAM 3  

At Bikaner Thar Desert Astronomy 

Society

Fig.4: Graph of Light Intensity variation with time, readings taken at Pehowa road

Fig.3: Solar Eclipse Images from Bikaner, Rajasthan Team

intensity versus time (Fig. 4.). A steep 
fall in light intensity was observed at 
the time of the annularity. 

 People also viewed the eclipse by 
making ball-mirror projections and 
pin-hole cameras. Mr. Rajpal Panchal 
of IRADA was instrumental in carrying 
out science popularization activities at 
the site. In one of the most memorable 
moments during the annularity we 
observed a flock of birds suddenly 
coming out, assuming it to be dusk 
and flew overhead the observers. The 
whole event from Kurukshetra was a 
live webcast on the YouTube Channel of 
Vigyan Prasar. 

The next solar eclipse will be a 
total solar eclipse on December 14, 
2020. But it will be seen mainly from 
South America and will not be visible 
in India. India will witness the next 
such phenomenon only on May 21, 
2031, when once again “the ring of 
fire” will be visible from the southern 
part of India. However, the Indian 
subcontinent shall continue to witness 
lunar eclipses and partial solar eclipses 
in the years to come. Nonetheless, the 
annular solar eclipse observation of 
June 21, 2020 shall remain etched in 
the memories of all who observed this 
spectacular event.

TEAM 1 TEAM 2

TEAM 3
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AUGUST 2020 CLUB SPEAK

Workshop on Science 
of Magnets
On the occasion of National 
Science Day on 28th February 
Dhubri Rural Science Society 
(VP-AS0002) conducted a 
workshop on magical science  
of magnets. The workshop 
was organized for the students 
of P.K. Mandal ME School, 
Dhubri. The students actively 
participated in the workshop.

National Science Day
Shri Anal Bal Vigyan Youth 
club, Begusarai (VP-BR0079) 
organized a Science Poster 
Competition on National Science 
Day. The students of Jai Bharat 
Convent School beautifully 
explained the various scientific 
phenomenon with the help of 
their posters.

All about Chandrayan Mission  
of ISRO
Aryabhatt Science Club, Ranka (VP-JH0009) 
organised an innovative programme on 23rd 
January to create awareness among local 
residents of their area about the Chandrayan 
Mission of ISRO. A Chandrayan-shaped 
pandal was designed and placed where all the 
information about the mission was shared in 
the form of models and posters.

Answers of Curiosity July Issue
Science Quiz: 1 B; 2 A; 3 B; 4 B; 5 B.

CROSSWORD

Mathematical Activities 
Hands-on Session
All India Ramanujan Maths Science Club 
(VP-GJ0016) conducted a Hands-on 
Session on Mathematical Activities. The 
session was conducted on 23rd January 
2020 for the students of Classes 6th-8th of 
Khijadiya Government School Jamnagar, 
Gujarat.



CLUB SPEAK
AUGUST 2020

INBOX

Dr. Uzma Shakeel, Questa Science Club (VP-MH0221)

On behalf of our club Questa I would like to thank and 
congratulate Vigyan Prasar for organising such informative 
lectures under Tuesday Lecture Series. It’s the best utilization 
of time for our students during the lockdown. Also, we request 
you to arrange a lecture on career counseling on science-related 
fields for secondary school students.
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TEAM VIPNET

Write to us at: vipnet@vigyanprasar.gov.in / Contact No.: +91-790 606 6423

Mr. Pavan Bhati
Vigyan Prasar, Noida       
Mail id: pawan@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Mr. Sachin C Narwadiya
Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: sachin@vigyanprasar.gov.in 

Dr. Nidhi Shrivastava
Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: nidhi@vigyanprasar.gov.in

Mr. Vipin Singh Rawat
Vigyan Prasar, Noida
Mail id: vipin@vigyanprasar.gov.in

 

Dr. Arvind C. Ranade
VIPNET National Coordinator,  
Vigyan Prasar, Noida.  
Mail id: rac@vigyanprasar.gov.in
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SCIENCE QUIZ

Name: Kaashivi Gupta

Class: VII 

School: Sri Venkateshwara International School Dwarka-18 

CROSSWORD

1. Name: Monishka Kumawat

Class: IX 

School: Ryan International School, Jaipur

2. Name: Krish Garg

Class: IX E

School: Ryan International School

Science in Day-to-Day Life and 
Career in Science for Divyangjan
A national level webinar was organized by Sir 
Robert Louis Braille Vigyan Club (VP-UP0125) 
on Science in day-to-day life and career in Sci-
ence for Divyangjan. The webinar was conducted 
on 23rd June 2020 to motivate divyangjan to 
pursue their career in Science.


